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Founded 1832 

City of ~10,000 

28% below poverty 

52% free/reduced lunch 



sustainability—a large conversation: 

arts + humanities + sciences + learning = new mindsets  



“one of thirty milestone buildings in 20th century,” DOE 

 

“most important green building in past 30 years,” AIA panel 



 

security by design . . . from the bottom up 
 

  

 distributed energy—efficiency, sunlight, ingenuity 

 

  local foods . . . slow foods 

 

  smart growth, new urbanism 

 

  local ownership 

 

 new mindset, new worldview 

    interconnected sustainability 

  

   



Full spectrum sustainability: 

parts reinforce the resilience of the whole  
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Ecological design & learning revolution . . . 

  

 sustainable agriculture & forestry 

 architecture & greenbuilding 

whole systems engineering 

 urban design/new urbanism  

 biomimicry & materials science 

 landscape design 

 ecological engineering 

 industrial ecology 

 information technology for quick feedback 

 least-cost, end-use 

 systems analysis 
 











can we:  

 
 

1.  build a prosperous post - “cheap fossil fuel: 

 economy in the heart of the rust-belt? 

 

2.  power a community by efficiency & solar?  

 

3.  grow ~70% of our food locally?  

 

4.  educate everyone for sustainability 

 

5. create a model in which the parts reinforce 

the resilience and prosperity of the whole?  

 

 





2.25MW Solar array $12M 

Public school . . . ~$30M*   

Allen Arts Museum $11.2M 

Hotel . . . ~$32M* 

Green Arts District ~$75M 
Apollo theater $9M 

Station Sq./Common goods 

& housing ~$20-25M* 

East College St 

$17M 

Lewis Center $10M 







Oberlin Project to date: $88M thru 2012 

 

 City/College partnership 

 One of 16 Clinton Climate positive cities 

 90% carbon free 2013 

 $1.1M DOE study on energy policy NE OH 

 Office & staff 

 Community organized in 7 teams 

 College USGBC #1, Gold “Star index” Gold 

 2.25 MW solar array (summer, 2012) 

 Gateway Hotel Project Design Plan 

 Site plan for Green Arts District 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Oberlin Project goals 2012-2014: 

 

 hotel-Gateway building  

 

 city-wide efficiency program 

 

 retire college coal plant 

 

 food depot + affordable housing 

 

 platinum+ public school . . . etc.   

    



Oberlin Project Investing Principles/Issues 

• Developing full-spectrum sustainability in the Oberlin Project is predicated on 
securing major financial resources to initiate social, ecological, educational and 
economic transformation.   

• Creating sustainable financial models and investment strategies is based in the 
partnership between the college, city, schools and NGOs. 

• Key sources of climate capital for the Oberlin Project, and similar non-profit 
initiatives, are:  philanthropy, mission-related investing/PRIs, tax credits, carbon 
credits, investors, debt offerings, government programs & capital campaigns. 

•  Although the investment instruments are important, the process of transformation 
turns out to be predicated on changing the culture of engagement and risk 
assessment though building a culture of sustainability. The challenge of acting on 
this insight has often been underappreciated in this project and other innovative 
sustainable financing schemes.  

•  A key challenge is that decision-makers face psychological barriers that prevent 
them from easily or quickly shifting to take advantage of the benefits of new 
approaches to sustainable investing and capital development. 

•  The Oberlin Project initiative offers unique opportunities to measure 
Climate/Sustainability impacts of the investments.  Opportunities which should 
sync seamlessly with the many other measurement modalities used in the project. 

 



 
 

 The Consequences of a Culture of Sustainability 
 on Corporate Behavior & Performance 

Robert Eccles and George Serafeim 
Harvard Business School 
Joint work with Ioannis Ioannou 
November 23, 2011  HBS Working Paper Series 12-035 
 

     “Using a matched sample of 180 companies, we find that 
corporations that voluntarily adopted environmental and social 
policies many years ago – termed as High Sustainability companies – 
exhibit fundamentally different characteristics from a matched 
sample of firms that adopted almost none of these policies – termed 
as Low Sustainability companies…..Overall, we find evidence that 
firms in the High Sustainability group are able to significantly 
outperform their counterparts in the Low Sustainability group.” 

 
HARVARD | BUSINESS | SCHOOL 



Conclusions 

High Sustainability firms are characterized by: 
 

• Distinct governance mechanisms which directly involve the board in sustainability issues and 
link executive compensation to sustainability objectives; 

 
• A much higher level of and deeper stakeholder engagement, coupled with mechanisms for 

making it as effective as possible, including reporting; 
 
• A longer-term time horizon in their external communications which is matched by a larger 

proportion of long-term investors; 
 
• Greater attention to nonfinancial measures regarding employees; a greater emphasis on 

external environ-mental and social standards for selecting, monitoring and measuring the 
performance of their suppliers; 

 
• A higher level of transparency in their disclosure of nonfinancial information and 
 
• Superior accounting and stock market performance in the long-term 

 HARVARD | BUSINESS | SCHOOL 



Concluding Thoughts 

• Leadership really matters. 

• At the heart of the matter, sustainability is about relearning how to 
think, learn and do.  This is the most challenging aspect of all……and 
the most powerfully creative. 

• The mental models of “Executives in Charge” are challenged 
because of all the new structures presented them and by their 
sense of financial constraints. 

• Climate Change is only one doorway to sell “Full Spectrum 
Sustainability.”  Many other doorways are open for those in power 
unmoved by Climate Change.  Use them! 

• Perhaps that’s why its easier to fund new buildings and machines 
and farmland and hard to invest in the deep reinvention of learning 
at the heart of it all…… 
 



Concluding Thoughts 

• Adequate Investment, Debt and Capital, for the Oberlin Project is 
available. 

• New types of “Impact-Climate” capital are available and emerging – 
not necessarily understood by the Institutions needing the capital. 

• Many  opportunities to use private capital/equity to accomplish 
goals – resistance because it ‘s new or perceived as risky or may 
change control-dynamics. 

• Transformational initiatives like the Oberlin Project attract 
innovators in both philanthropy and impact investing.  Wonderful 
and poorly understood how to optimize the opportunity. 
 



Study other Major Sustainability Initiatives  

• Renewable Energy Long Island – 100% renewable by 2020 

• Yale New Haven Sustainable Food System – What do you do next 
when you are over 50% local/sustainable for food system? 

• Vermont Close the Loop – Goal of 80% of  Organic Material out of 
the waste stream by 2020 

• Massachusetts Top Energy Efficiency State  -- State, regional and 
local partnership to make MA most energy efficient state in U.S. 
 



cool 24/7 downtown 

 

better facilities 

 

more business 

 

economic renewal 

 

climate action 

 

educational laboratory 

 

ecological design 

 

national security 
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